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Moving at the Speed of Media

MLS

MLS DUBORDER

™
WebMLS

Dub management made easy

MobileMLS

Media Library System

Streamlines the entire dub process - from creating to tracking orders.
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“Nesbit allows us
to have access
to all of the
information we
need at the click
of a button.”
manager,
post production,
major cable network

MLS DubOrder is an add-on module to your Media
Library System (MLS) that worksMLS
withDubOrder
your MLS
database to make your dub orders more efficient —
from start to finish. If your organization receives
one or one hundred dub requests a week, MLS

DubOrder can help you process dub orders faster,
MLS Remote Logger
saving MLS
timePreview+
and increasing productivity.
Plus, the
software can be customized to your specifications
to support your current dub system and meet your
exact needs.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Efficient Dub Orders
+	Easily search for the
assets you want dubbed
+	Search results are
automatically exported
to your Dub Order
System
+	Additional instructions
can be added to existing
dub orders

Detailed Reports

Smart Order Tracking

MLS

+	Inquiries can be
sorted by title, user,
WebMLS
department,
company
or account code

+	Know the status of
your orders: completed,
partially fulfilled or still
open Library System
Media

+	Access can be limited to
query-only functions

+	Order details can
include technical
specifications and
shipping instructions

+	Report templates can
be custom designed and
saved
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+	Redundant dub order
requests can be avoided
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Cost-Effective
Processes
+	Accurate MLS search
MobileMLS
reduces
incorrect dub
orders
+	Automatic functions
help increase
productivity
+	Customization ensures
compatibility with your
existing system
MLS Remote Logger

PRODUCT SUITE DIAGRAM
HOW IT
WORKS
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SALES
PO BOX 106
NEW YORK, NY 10021
212.268.2717
DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT

Managing your dub
orders has never been
easier with this custom
add-on. MLS DubOrder
also makes generating
reports and tracking
dub orders much more
convenient.

WebMLS

MobileMLS

Media Library System
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